Duplication and adaptive evolution of the COR15 genes within the highly cold-tolerant Draba lineage (Brassicaceae).
Plants have evolved diverse adaptive mechanisms that enable them to tolerate abiotic stresses, to varying degrees, and such stresses may have strongly influenced evolutionary changes at levels ranging from molecular to morphological. Previous studies on these phenomena have focused on the adaptive evolution of stress-related orthologous genes in specific lineages. However, heterogenetic evolution of the paralogous genes following duplication has only been examined in a very limited number of stress-response gene families. The COR15 gene encodes a low molecular weight protein that plays an important role in protecting plants from cold stresses. Although two different copies of this gene have been found in the model species, Arabidopsis thaliana, evolutionary patterns of this small gene family in plants have not been previously explored. In this study, we cloned COR15-like sequences and performed evolutionary analyses of these sequences (including those previously reported) in the highly cold-tolerant Draba lineage and related lineages of Brassicaceae. Our phylogenetic analyses indicate that all COR15-like sequences clustered into four clades that corresponded well to the morphological lineages. Gene conversions were found to have probably occurred before/during the divergence of Brassica and Draba lineage. However, repeated, independent duplications of this gene have occurred in different lineages of Brassicaceae. Further comparisons of all sequences suggest that there have been significant inter-lineage differences in evolutionary rates between the duplicated and original genes. We assessed the likelihood that the differences between two well-supported gene subfamilies that appear to have originated from a single duplication, COR15a and COR15b, within the Draba lineage have been driven by adaptive evolution. Comparisons of their non-synonymous/synonymous substitution ratios and rates of predicted amino acid changes indicate that these two gene groups are evolving under different selective pressures and may be functionally divergent. This functional divergence was confirmed by comparing site-specific shifts in evolution indexes of the two groups of predicted proteins. The evidence of differential selection and possible functional divergence suggests that the duplication may be of adaptive significance, with possible implications for the explosive diversification of the Draba lineage during the cooling Quaternary stages and the following worldwide colonization of arid alpine and artic regions.